FITNESS / ACTIVITY TRACKER

FB84-BL
Lifeband Touch

KEY FEATURES
LG FITNESS APP
CALL & TEXT MESSAGE NOTIFICATION
MUSIC CONTROL
HEART RATE DISPLAY
INTERVAL TRAINING
3 ACCELEROMETER, ALTIMETER
TRACK YOUR ROUTE
AUTO DISPLAY BY GESTURE SENSING

OVERVIEW

Fitness takes many forms, from a weekend hike to rediscovering the pleasures of walking. Lifeband Touch’s advanced sensor technology provides the ease of use and in-depth data you can count on, wherever a healthy lifestyle takes you.

HIGHLIGHTS

OLED TOUCH DISPLAY
One glance at the OLED screen, and you know you’re sporting something special. Lifeband Touch’s readout makes it a cinch to check performance, and all it takes is a press of the button or flick of the wrist to activate.

LG FITNESS APP
LG Fitness App enables you to connect your compatible fitness devices and also link to other popular fitness apps. Through Bluetooth®, you can monitor your activity data promptly and share it with your friends.

CALL & TEXT MESSAGE NOTIFICATION
With the OLED Touch panel, monitoring data, checking phone calls or messages is easy.
# LG FB84-BL Lifeband Touch

**GENERAL**

- **Tracking Metrics**: Steps, Distance, Speed, Runtime of workout, Calories, Pace, Climb up/down
- **Color**: Black

**SENSORS**

- 3D Accelerometer
- Altimeter

**DISPLAY**

- **Type**: OLED Full Touch Display
- **Screen Size**: 0.91"
- **Screen Resolution**: 128 x 32
- **Touchscreen**: No
- **Automatic Display On/Off**: (gesture recognition technology)

**OTHER**

- Fitness Performance Analytics
- Media Playback Controls
- Multiple User Profiles
- Water Resistant: Splash proof

**CONNECTIVITY**

- Bluetooth: (BT4.0 LE)

**LG FITNESS APP SMARTPHONE COMPATIBILITY**

- **iOS 6 or later**: iPhone 4S/5/5S/5C, iPod Touch
- **Android 4.3**: LG G2, LG Nexus 5, LG G Flex, Samsung Galaxy Note2/Note3/S3/S4/Round

**HEART RATE MONITOR CAPABILITY**

- LG HRM Earphones
- Polar H7/H6
- Zephyr HxM Smart
- Wahoo Blue HR

**POWER**

- Rechargeable Battery
- Battery Indicator
- **Battery Life**: Without Bluetooth Link: up to 5 days
  - With Bluetooth Link (BT): 2~3 days

**VIBRATION ALERTS**

- Smartphone Call Notification: (via Bluetooth connection)
- Smartphone SMS Text Notification: (via Bluetooth connection)
- Wake-up Alarm
- **Activity Achievement Performance**: No

**DIMENSIONS AND WEIGHTS**

- **Product (W x H x D)**: 7.1" x 0.7" x 0.4"
- **Shipping Size (W x H x D)**: 4.4" x 1.4" x 5.3"
- **Net Weight**: 0.1 lbs
- **Shipping Weight**: 0.3 lbs

**WARRANTY**

- Limited Warranty: 1 Year Parts & Labor
- **UPC**: 719192593640
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